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This study uses a backpropagation neural network to determine the evenness of the chayote 

chip dough. The Tcs3200 Color Sensor mounted on the stirrer alt is used as a sensor to 

determine the color of the chayote emping dough. A regression score of 1 indicates that the 

input and target data match in the test results of the artificial neural network, which has an 

objective error (MSE) value of 0.0096306 achieved in the 313th epoch. Changes in RGB color 

readings on the TCS sensor from min values <40 and max values>52 in mixing dough are 

influenced by distance and light intensity which will be converted in the form of frequency. KEYWORDS 

Chayote Chips, TCS3200, RGB Color Sensor, 

Artificial Neural Network 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of science and technology in modern times has 

experienced a very significant increase in an effort to ease the 

human workload. Chayote processing is one of the foods [1] 

businesses involved in the production of processed snacks in 

West Sumatra, specifically in Tanah Datar District and 

Salimpauang District. Chayote has become a popular home 

product [2], not only as a vegetable but also processed into snacks 

such as chayote chips [3]. In this processing process, the 

Salimpauang people still do it manually, using human labor, 

while the demand has started to increase [4]. So, with that, an 

automatic system tool was created for the dough mixing process 

to make it more practical and effective [5]. 

 

The use of color sensors is needed to detect the color of the dough 

in the chayote chip dough [6]. The color sensor will be connected 

to the Arduino UNO microcontroller as the main control of the 

chayote stirrer automatically [7]. The use of artificial neural 

networks (ANN) to determine the next process that will be carried 

out from the chayote mixer groove, which was originally 

traditional to see the color change of the dough, becomes 

automatic.  

 

Chayote Chips 

Sechium edule, a fruit vegetable with nutritional value that is rich 

in vitamins and minerals, is known as chayote [8]. Calcium and 

vitamin C levels are pretty good [9], and the potassium content is 

high enough to have the potential to be used as a meal to control 

blood pressure [4]. Chayote chips are dry-fried foods that are 

crunchy and include crackers, so they are more durable. In the 

processing of chayote chips, there are 3 stages: mixing the dough, 

steaming, and frying. 

 

 
Figure 1. Chayote Chips 

 

Chayote chips are made by mixing a variety of ingredients, such 

as wheat flour, cornstarch, baking powder, eggs, and salt, to 

create the dough [4]. The composition is then stirred, and the even 
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distribution of the dough can be assessed by observing the 

chemical reaction of the composition that results in variations in 

the dough's color and aroma. 

TCS3200 Sensors 

The TCS3200 is a monolithic CMOS IC that combines a silicon 

photodiode arrangement with a current-to-frequency converter to 

create a color-to-frequency programmable converter [10]. This 

sensor outputs a square wave with a frequency that is directly 

related to the amount of light present, with a 50% duty cycle 

(irradiance) [11]. 

 
Figure 2. TCS3200 Sensors 

 

This sensor module's digital inputs and outputs enable a direct 

connection to a microcontroller or other logic circuit [12]. We are 

able to determine the intensity of each color by using various 

filters [13]. By giving the control pins S2 and S3 the logical 

values LOW and HIGH, the filter is selected [14]. 

Arduino UNO R3 

Arduino UNO is a microcontroller board primarily based totally 

at the ATmega328P [15]. It has 14 virtual input / output pins (of 

which 6 may be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a sixteen 

MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, an energy jack, an 

ICSP header and a reset button. It includes the whole thing had to 

aid the microcontroller; really join it to a pc with a USB cable or 

energy it with an AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started [16]. 

Artificial Neural Network 

An ANN is primarily based totally on a group of linked gadgets 

or nodes referred to as synthetic neurons [17], which loosely 

version the neurons in an organic brain. Each connection, just like 

the synapses in an organic brain, can transmit a sign to different 

neurons [18]. A synthetic neuron gets indicators then methods 

them and may sign neurons linked to it. 

 
Figure 3. Artificial Neural Network Concept 

The "sign" at a connection is an actual number, and the output of 

every neuron is computed through a few non-linear features of the 

sum of its inputs [19]. The connections are referred to as edges 

[20]. Neurons and edges normally have a weight that adjusts as 

mastering proceeds. The weight will increase or decreases the 

electricity of the sign at a connection. Neurons may also have a 

threshold such that a sign is despatcher most effective if the 

combination sign crosses that threshold [19]. 

 

The purpose of this study was to determine the level of color 

evenness of the chayote chips dough using a backpropagation 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with RGB color sensor input 

values. 

METHOD 

To create the instructions that will be employed in the tool work 

system, software design is carried out. Making a program 

algorithm is the initial step in software design. An outline of a 

program's flow is provided for one version of the algorithm in the 

form of a flowchart. The goal of creating this flowchart was to 

make it simpler to comprehend how the tool functions. Figure 4 

below shows a flowchart for software design. 

 
Figure 4. Flowchart Software Design 
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The training process and the testing process are the two 

procedures that make up an artificial neural network. As 

demonstrated in Figure 5, where the image employs one input 

node, one hidden layer node, and one output layer node, designing 

a backpropagation artificial neural network structure is the first 

stage that needs to be completed in the software design process. 

 
Figure 5. ANN Method Models 

 

The identifying procedure is the following phase. This procedure 

is very similar to the training procedure. The distinction is that 

the weighted value for the training results is already included in 

the procedure [20]. Designing anything to be constructed in a 

mechanical form is known as mechanical design. Figure 6 

displays the mechanical design outcomes for the finished project. 

 
Figure 6 Mechanical Design Project 

 

This dough mixer's mechanical construction resembles a mixer 

with proportions of 1 m long, 40 cm broad, and 70 cm high. A 

control box is there, and it measures 25 cm long, 20 cm wide, and 

10 cm high.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

By observing color changes in the stirring of chayote chip dough, 

this sensor response is tested. The anticipated outcomes are 

sensor data readings gathered as test data for every hue until the 

average value of the data is consistent with the dough. The 

findings of measurements taken while the chayote chip dough 

was being stirred are listed below. 

 

Table 1. The response of the chayote cracker dough to the sensor 

Sample 

Sensor Reading 

Value Description 

R G B 

Dough 

Process 

249 190 65 Initial stage of mixing 

ingredients 

247 192 68 Dough Collection Process 

235 188 70 Dough stirring process 

221 180 33 Dough stirring process 

223 176 28 Soft dough 

230 170 31 Soft textured dough 

226 140 25 The dough is sticky and soft 

223 150 20 Dough texture is smooth and 

even 

 

From table 1, it can be inferred that the RGB value from the TCS 

3200 sensor reads changes in the dough of 5 kg chayote, 5 kg 

tapioca flour, and 5/4 kg wheat flour at a value of R=223, B=150, 

and G=20. The average value of each RGB value is provided by 

the results based on tests 1 through 5. The average RGB value for 

the experiment with the chayote cracker dough is shown in Table 

2. 

 

Table 2. The average RGB value for the experiment 

Test 
TCS 3200 Sensors 

R G B 

1st 220 154 22 

2nd 222 147 20 

3rd 228 152 24 

4th 215 152 23 

5th 223 150 20 

Average 221.6 150.6 21.8 

 

The reading of the dough changes up to the specified texture must 

therefore reach the RGB value of the TCS 3200 sensors with an 

average of R 221, G 21, and B 150. Figure 7 is a graph of the 

average RGB value for the experiment. 

 

 
Figure 7. Graph of the Average RGB Value for the Experiment 
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The following stage is training based on the provided input and 

the desired aim. The training procedure is shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Training Procedure 

 

From the graph above, it is clear that the error objective (MSE) 

value was attained at 0.0096306 in the 313rd epoch and that the 

regression value had a value of 1, indicating that the input data 

and the target were well-matched. The training results are 

displayed on the GUI in the form of the level of training accuracy, 

the total amount of data, the number of correct data, and the 

number of incorrect data after the training process is complete. 

The weight graph of the training results is depicted in figure 8 and 

can be viewed based on the data provided. 

 

 
Figure 9. The Weight Graph of the Training Results 

 

The following step involves doing training using the provided 

input, the weights collected from the prior training, and the 

intended aim. The prior training procedure is the same as this 

procedure. The next stage is to save network data and weight data 

so they may be processed during testing. 

 

Table 3. Training TCS300 Results 

TCS 3200 Sensors 
Output 

R G B 

223 150 20 Dough texture Final 

220 150 22 Dough texture Final 

223 150 20 Dough texture Final 

221 151 18 Dough texture Final 

223 150 20 Dough texture Final 

225 155 21 Dough texture Final 

223 150 20 Dough texture Final 

224 153 25 Dough texture Final 

223 150 20 Dough texture Final 

 

Following the identification of the chayote chip dough, training 

is what led to Table 3. The network was able to classify all of the 

data as "dough texture final" from the incoming data. So, there is 

no failure in identification. To create the final chayote dough, a 

goal value is assigned to each piece of dough data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This automatic dough mixer experiment led to the conclusion that 

distance and light intensity, which would fluctuate in the form of 

frequency, caused variations in RGB color readings from min 

values of 40 to max values of 52 when mixing dough. Color 

sensor identification is done in the Chayote puck dough mixer, 

and the average RGB value is obtained. The test results from the 

artificial neural network have an error goal value (MSE) of 

0.0096306, which was attained in the 313rd epoch, and a 

regression value of 1, which denotes the degree of data fit 

between the input and target data. To create a smooth texture, the 

dough should be colored R=52, G=51, and B=42. The value that 

the TCS3200 sensor measures depends on where the sensor is 

placed on the stirrer. The reading of the dough changes up to the 

specified texture must therefore reach the RGB value of the TCS 

3200 sensors with an average of R 221, G 21, and B 150. 
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